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Abstract
The social norm theory suggests that leaders who rely on perceived norms (misperceptions) rather than actual
norms may produce unfair work advantages. Furthermore, social norms alter ethical leadership behaviors.
However, leadership adheres to social norms due to society's implied compliance in the absence of distributive
injustice measurements. Therefore, distributive injustice may be a more salient predictor than distributive justice
on affective organizational commitment. The aim of this study was to fill gaps in literature on distributive
injustice and investigate negative influences on employees’ affective commitment. A distributive injustice scale
was designed using employee perceptions of policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards. The
distributive injustice scale consisted of 14 items. A survey was sent to 481 full-time employees in various
industries throughout the U.S. Correlation and regression model output indicated that unfair advantages and
meritless rewards had a negative relationship and influence on employees’ affective commitment. Social norm
policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards can be perceived as a divisionary tacit that
negatively impacts affective commitment.
Keywords: distributive injustice, organizational commitment, affective commitment, social norms
1. Introduction
Leadership adherence to social norms is implied and can camouflage fairness without a distributive injustice
measurement (Rupp & Spencer, 2006). The social norm theory (SNT) posits that distributive justice correlates
with employees’ perception of an ethical leader (Gao & He, 2017). Additionally, SNT suggests that leaders who
rely on perceived norms (misperceptions) rather than actual norms may produce unfair work advantages.
Consequently, perceived norms may be observed as unfair and may negatively affect employees' work behaviors,
attitudes, and commitment to the organization. Perceived norms can be problematic as pressure to conform has
adversely modified ethical behavior (Pryor et al., 2019).
Pressure to conform negatively influence ethical behavior and attitudes (Dempsey et al., 2018). Nonetheless,
leadership compliance is implied in the absence of suitable decision-making alternatives (Bell & Cox, 2015;
Dannals & Miller, 2017; Siu et al., 2012). Bell and Cox (2015) used uncertainty, identity, reward, and
enforcement pathways to explain how pressures of conformity influence leadership decision-making to reduce
fear of sanctions, signal for acceptance, or promote a desire to harmonize (Young, 2015). However, implied
compliance due to uncertainty and identity might be perceived as distributive injustice and degrade
organizational commitment (OC).
Many scholars have hypothesized that distributive injustice is a salient predictor of OC and “changes the needle”
on predicting employee attitudes and behaviors (Colquitt and Rodell, 2015; Cropanzano et al., 2011; Rupp &
Spencer, 2006). OC consists of continuance commitment (need to maintain employment), normative
commitment (obligation to maintain employment), and affective commitment (psychological bond to the
organization). Affective commitment (AC) has emerged as the most significant predictor and measure of an
employee’s behavior and actions (Chung & Rimal, 2016; Zimmerman et al., 2020). Thus, it is beneficial to
investigate SNT influenced policies and the possible negative predictive power of AC.
There are deficiencies in the literature on social norms that may influence distributive injustice. Furthermore,
Rupp and Spencer (2006) suggest that justice may become camouflaged without reliable distributive injustice
measurements. The goal of this study was to fill gaps in the literature on distributive injustice and affective
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commitment. Furthermore, it is plausible that distributive injustice may negatively affect employees' Affective
commitment (Bies, 2002; Colquitt & Rodell, 2015; Cropanzano et al., 2011; Rupp & Spencer, 2006).
This research analyzed employee perception of unfair advantages and meritless rewards to develop a distributive
injustice measurement scale. Distributive injustice was derived from measurements based on rule violations and
fairness (Neville et al., 2000), employee reactions to injustice/justice (Colquitt & Rodell, 2015), and injustice of
multiculturalism/colorblindness (Henry & Sears, 2002; Katz & Hass, 1988). These items were revised and
presented as a Perceived Employee Distributive Injustice (PEDI) scale. This scale accounts for Bell and Cox’s
(2015) uncertainty and identity pathways used to explain SNT’s pressure to conform influence on SNT.
Therefore, if employees perceive policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards, then these policies
will have a negative relationship with affective commitment.
Research Question 1: Do employee perceptions of unfair advantages and meritless rewards based on social norm
identity constitute a reliable distributive injustice measurement scale?
Research Question 2: Do policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards based on social norm
identity negatively affect affective commitment?
2. Literature Review
The literature on SNT, self-categorization theory (SCT), and social identity theory (SIT) are used to better
understand social norm development and ethical values. SNT was first used in 1986 by Perkins and Berkowitz,
who theorized that pressures of conformity introduce misperceptions of how groups think and act.
Misperceptions are based on perceived norm behavior rather than on actual norm behavior. Perceived norms are
described as what one views as typical or standard in a group of people; actual norms are based on real beliefs
and actions. Misperception is the gap between perceived and actual norms. As a result, group members have
negative peer behaviors when perceived norms differ from actual norms (Dempsey et al., 2018). Perceived
norms may also degrade employees’ psychological bond with the organization.
Social norms are described as rules and standards that group members understand and that guide social behavior
without the force of law (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004; Cialdini & Trost, 1998). According to Chung and Rimal
(2016), social norms are conceptualized in perceived normative peer behavior and attitudes as significant
predictors for organizational commitment. SNT focuses on two types of (mis)conceptions: injunctive norms and
descriptive norms. Injunctive relates to perceived attitudes or approval of behaviors by others; descriptive norms
relate to perceptions of others’ engagement in adverse behaviors (McAlaney et al., 2015). Injunctive and
descriptive norms have important implications related to overestimating behaviors and attitudes based on
perceived socially desirable behavior. Therefore, leaders’ perceptions (injunctive) are likely grounded in
misconceptions; pressures of conformity (descriptive) alter ethical viewpoints.
Most people use social norm pathways to express morals, embody values, self-understanding, and identity
(Lapinski & Rimal, 2005). In the absence of suitable norm alternatives, leaders may comply (pressures of
conformity) by attempting to identify with that norm to reduce negative consequences (Bell & Cox, 2015;
Dannals & Miller, 2017; Siu et al., 2012). Bell and Cox (2015) presented four pathways to explain the influence
of social norms on people. The uncertainty pathway suggests that people look at others when unsure of the best
course of action. The identity pathway suggests that people comply with social norms to express membership in
a group. The reward pathway suggests that people anticipate rewards for compliance. The enforcement pathway
suggests that the group forces individuals into compliance. These pathways explain how pressures of conformity
lead to discriminatory practices and negative outcomes (Young, 2015).
Pressures of conformity encourage discriminatory practices (Haslam & Stratemeyer, 2016; Neuberg & DeScioli,
2015). The pathway approach by Bell and Cox (2015) was used to investigate leadership decision-making. Vaitla
et al. (2017) confirmed pressures of conformity influenced these pathways. Leaders should consider both
negative and positive consequences based on compliance or noncompliance to a norm (Chung & Rimal, 2016;
Morris et al., 2015). Leaders are more likely to focus on negative economic consequences, such as paying fines
for violating norms (Morris et al., 2015; Vaitla et al., 2017) or having a negative impact on their reputation (Bell
& Cox, 2015; Mackie et al., 2015).
The majority of SNT research has involved peer-to-peer cooperation and social order. Studies have shown that
social norms affect health and well-being (Anderson & Dunning, 2014; Boytsun et al., 2011; Burke & Young,
2011; Dannals & Miller, 2017; Young, 2015). Social norms can be harmful to decision-makers by encouraging
unhealthful behaviors such as drinking alcohol and sharing needles to conform (Bell & Cox, 2015; Dannals &
Miller, 2017). These adverse affects may likely contribute to employee perceived injustices. Therefore,
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additional research is needed to understand the pressures of conformity and distributive injustice policies.
According to Turner et al. (1987), SI is closely related to the organization, and social norms may influence
distributive justice based on affective ties (psychological attachment). Perceived injustices are based on
comparing social norm in-group outcomes with other collective outgroup outcomes (Kelly & Breinlinger, 1996;
Mummendey et al., 1999; Smith & Spears, 1996). Injustices are centered on a person’s perception of fairness.
This study applied theoretical foundations using SNT and SIT better understand (mis)perceptions, pressures of
conformity, distributive injustices.
The SI approach consists of the SI (Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and the SCT. The SI approach suggests that behavior
is influenced by intergroup relations and identification (Brown, 2020). This has been confirmed in politics
(Bonneau & Cann, 2015), management (Steffens et al., 2014), perceived workability and labor force
(McGonagle et al., 2015), and education (Smyth et al., 2017). Academic communities widely accept that SI and
self-categorization influence decision-making behaviors. The SI approach explains leadership attempts to
identify with an identity through distributive justice policies. However, this may be more subject to perceived
norms rather than to actual norms of an employee’s social group’s characteristics and norms.
An employee's self-perception is measured by in-group similarity, the strength of bond, and group affiliation
(Farivar et al., 2018). SIT may explain distributive justice policy-making used to facilitate an employee's social
affiliation by following this three-step process (Table 1).
Table 1. Social identity theory mental process
Social Identity Theory Steps
Social Categorization
Social Identification
Social Comparison

Meaning
Leaders classify employees based on perceived norms.
Employee strength of bond with a social group may affect affective
commitment.
Leaders may compare employees to a perceived norm.

SI suggests collective emotions that are influenced by group actions (Yzerbyt et al., 2004). A theoretical question
was proposed as to whether perceptions of affective injustice (individual) or nonaffective injustice (collective)
better predict injustice (van Zomeren et al., 2008). However, people tend to rely on distributive justice on a
collective approach (Cropanzano et al., 2011) and compare it with their SI to measure injustice (van Zomeren et
al., 2008). Therefore, PEDI should advance our understanding of SI as a distributive injustice measurement
scale.
Hao et al. (2016) and Guo et al. (2019) reported that local culture (in-group) and nonlocal culture (outgroup)
influenced customer purchasing habits and buying power. Guo et al. (2019) added that local customers
characterized foreign brands as outgroups based on perceived (misperceptions) of nonsimilar cultural
characteristics. This is consistent with consumer-based studies by Yuan et al. (2016). Similarly, as leaders focus
on SI, misperceptions about an employee’s social group could degrade AC based on employee perceptions of
distributive injustice.
Employees compare their value in the organization by outcomes associated with distributive justice. This
concept is also known in the literature as social comparison, which builds on the equity position theory approach
(Adams, 1965). Equity position theory suggests that people perceive unfairness when outcomes such as
promotion opportunities, job security, and pay are less favorable (Ambrose & Schminke, 2003; Leventhal, 1980).
Based on equity position theory, employees may perceive unfairness when policies are likely to negatively
impact AC. This confirmed the need to investigate the negative impact of distributive injustice on employee
behaviors and attitudes (Colquitt & Rodell, 2015).
Distributive justice is derived from the equity theory (Adams, 1965) and policies that are perceived by
employees as fair influence OC (Cropanzano & Greenberg, 1997; J. Kim et al., 2021). Policy-making is a
primary element of distributive justice, and influences employee work attitudes and behaviors (Cohen-Charash
& Spector, 2001). Distributive justice is most effective when employees perceive fairness in outcome
distributions (Colquitt & Rodell, 2015; Piccoli & Belotto, 2015). This research suggests that the injustice of
multiculturalism/colorblindness scale (Katz & Hass, 1988; Henry & Sears, 2002) will contribute to providing an
adequate measurement of SNT and SIT influenced distributive injustice.
Fair treatment of employees in the workplace significantly improves their overall attitude and behavior
(Kivimäki et al., 2003). This is known as a type of distributive justice, and measures influence organizational
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legitimacy (Hudson et al., 2019) and predict AC (Hur & Ha, 2019). Distributive justice establishes ethical
policies based on fairness in resource allocation and rewards (Tatum et al., 2003). Employees perceive
distributive justice as ethical, and thus it has a positive influence on employees’ commitment to the organization
(Colquitt & Rodell, 2015; Hur & Ha, 2019; Jehanzeb, 2020; Jiang & Lavaysse, 2018; Ohana & Meyer, 2016).
Comparatively, distributive injustice is defined as unfair treatment, and meritless may harm employees’ mental
health (An et al., 2015) and increases stress (H. Lee et al., 2019). This is likely to have a negative relationship
with AC. Therefore, this research measured employees’ perception of fairness based on the scale by Neville et al.
(2000).
An effective and testable distributive injustice measure is needed to determine the most salient predictor of AC
(Bies, 2002; Colquitt & Rodell, 2015; Cropanzano et al., 2011). Leadership actions, beliefs, and desires are
constrained by social norms (Hedstrom & Ylikoski, 2010), which alters ethical decision-making. In the presence
of misconceptions and pressures for conformity, employees may perceive certain policies that promote unfair
and meritless policies as a distributive injustice, which may have a negative impact on AC measurement of
organizational commitment (OC). Employee reactions to injustice/justice by Colquitt and Rodell (2015) were
used to account for employee perception. Therefore, this research considers distributive injustice as perceived
norms that employees view as creating unfair advantages and meritless rewards.
OC suggests that employee behavior and attitude directly relate to the psychological bond to the organization (L.
Jiang & Lavaysse, 2018; Meyer & Allen, 1991). Hedstrom and Swedberg (1998) suggested that social
mechanisms provided an understanding of collective actions but were more meaningful in influencing
interactions between individuals (Ongaro, 2019; Ongaro et al., 2021). Affective OC is the psychological tie that
binds employees to the organization and mediates leadership empowerment styles (M. Kim & Beerh, 2020).
Followers’ perceptions of leadership are important to measure AC. This form of OC reflects the deep and
emotional relationship between the organization and the employee.
Research on employee interactions and feelings can be advanced by studying AC. AC measures the emotional
attachment to, identification with, and involvement with the organization; employees who measure high in AC
have intrinsic motivation and want to achieve organizational outcomes. As a result, AC has a significant
influence on job satisfaction, job performance, and organizational citizenship behavior (LePine et al., 2002;
Rosen et al., 2020). Leadership styles are responsible for developing employees’ AC (Clinebell et al., 2013;
Wiza & Hlanganipai, 2014). Comparatively, organizational justice has a positive association with AC
(Berthelsen et al., 2018). Therefore, understanding distributive injustice based on policies that produce unfair
advantages and meritless rewards should help leaders recognize social norm adherence that may negatively
affect employees’ bond to the organization (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Distributive Injustice and Affective Commitment Conceptual Model
The social exchange theory allowed researchers to understand leadership styles and follower behaviors. Leaders
who were perceived as highly professional and ethical tended to receive greater AC from employees (J. Lee &
Wei, 2017). Employees who are high in AC adopt effective knowledge-sharing practices (Camelo-Ordaz, 2011;
Naeem et al., 2019). Leaders who seek to improve knowledge sharing or reduce knowledge hiding can benefit
from understanding distributive injustice on AC. Additionally, employees with strong AC increase goal
accomplishment and have low turnover rates (Malek et al., 2018; Santhanam et al., 2017). This implies that AC
accounts for employees' emotional attachment to the organization. However, misperceptions based on perceived
rather than actual norms may lead to unfair policies and meritless rewards, which may have a negative
relationship with AC. This researcher proposed the following hypotheses.
H0: Employees will perceive leadership policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards as a
distributive injustice and has no relationship with affective commitment.
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H1: Employees will perceive leadership policies that create unfair advantages and meritless rewards as a
distributive injustice and have a negative relationship with affective commitment.
3. Method
This study used a cross-sectional, quantitative study design. The research followed general procedures of linear
regression analysis. Pretests were not established because questions were derived from multiple sources. The
14-item PEDI scale was reverse coded, and Cronbach's alpha testing confirmed the validity and reliability of the
scale. Pearson correlation was calculated to measure the overall relationship between PEDI and AC. A linear
regression model was used to measure the overall influence of PEDI on AC. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was conducted on the control variables gender and age to identify differences between these collective groups.
The participant population consisted of full-time employees based on U.S. workforce data retrieved from the U.S.
Department of Labor, current as of June 2019. The U.S. workforce is estimated at approximately 156.6 million
(not including seasonal or holiday employees). This study used a confidence interval (CI) of 95% with an
acceptable margin of error of 4% to 6%. The minimum acceptable sample size was 270; the aim was a minimum
of 300 participants to meet correlation and regression analysis criteria. Part-time or seasonal employees or
self-employed persons did not participate to streamline the process and to minimize erroneous data.
The study relied on a questionnaire for data collection. The questionnaire was derived from literature and
previous measurement scales. Distributive injustice was defined as employees’ perception of distributive justice
policies based on creating unfair advantages and meritless rewards. The PEDI measurement derived questions
from Colquitt and Rodell (2015) and Neville et al. (2000), with a focus on rule violations, fairness, and injustice
of multiculturalism to capture cognitive aspects of social attitudes, as opposed to their evaluation of racial groups.
Additionally, PEDI incorporated existing modern racism and colorblindness scales (e.g., Henry & Sears, 2002;
Katz & Hass, 1988; Neville et al., 2000). PEDI consisted of 14 items to measure distributive injustice, using a
7-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree). For example, specific policies that focus
solely on race/ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, or age in the workplace are inherently unjust; it is unethical
for policies to provide rewards or punishments in the workplace based simply on race/ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, or age.
AC measures an employee’s psychological bond with an organization (Tremblay et al., 2019). This research
addressed only affective OC for the following reasons. First, affective and normative commitment are
significantly correlated, and past research has shown a strong overlap in the determinants and consequences of
the constructs (Meyer et al., 2002). However, evidence of employee psychological bond is stronger when using
AC instead of other commitment measures (Bolon, 1997). In this study, AC was measured by 8 items
constructed from existing scales derived from Allen and Meyer (1990) and Meyer et al. (1993), such as “I feel
emotionally attached to the strategic choices of my organization” and “The values advocated by top management
are aligned with my own.”
In a study by Chizema and Pogrebna (2019), gender and age had no statistically significant correlation with
social norm influence on leadership integrity in corporate governance. Jaswal (2019) reported that gender did not
correlate with commitment and citizenship behavior. Therefore, this study used gender and age as control
variables to provide insight into the investigation.
The survey was sent via SurveyMonkey™; each participant was required to read instructions before responding
to the survey. Participants who selected “I do not agree” were not given access to the survey and were diverted to
a screen stating, “Thank you for your participation.” Participants who agreed to participate were given access to
the survey after signing informed consent. Each response was given under anonymous conditions, and no
personally identifiable information was collected.
The researcher collected and analyzed data from 481 participants to measure the possible negative influence of
PEDI on AC. However, 41 responses were deleted due to incomplete or erroneous responses. Therefore,
measures of the independent variable PEDI and dependent variable AC were based on results from 440
completed surveys from full-time employees in the United States. The survey asked respondents to indicate a
level of agreement to each of 14 items based on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly
agree). IBM Statistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for this analysis. PEDI measurement scale
was reverse coded, and means and standard deviations were computed. Next, Cronbach's alpha was used to
determine PEDI's 14-item and AC's 8-item scale reliability. A Pearson correlation and linear regression were
performed using data provided from 440 full-time US employees.
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4. Results
Summary statistics were calculated for 440 participants. The most frequently observed participants were in the
age group 45–60 (n = 140, 32%) and female (n = 236, 54%). Frequencies and percentages are presented in Table
2.
Table 2. Participant demographics
Variable

n

%

18–29

109

24.77

30–44

106

24.09

45–60

140

31.82

85

19.32

Male

204

46.36

Female

236

53.64

Age

>60
Gender

4.1 Statistics and Data Analysis
The items in the PEDI were reverse coded. Each item, including AC measurements, met acceptable skewness
and kurtosis levels. (When skewness is greater than 2 in absolute value, the variable is considered to be
asymmetrical about its mean; when kurtosis is greater than or equal to 3, the variable's distribution is markedly
different from a normal distribution in its tendency to produce outliers; Westfall & Henning, 2013). Table 3
presents the summary statistics.
Table 3. Summary statistics for interval and ratio variables
M

SD

n

SEM

Min

Max

Skewness

Kurtosis

PEDI1

2.43

1.75

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.18

0.37

PEDI2

2.08

1.52

440

0.07

1.00

7.00

1.66

2.13

PEDI3

2.41

1.75

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.25

0.55

PEDI4

2.66

1.86

440

0.09

1.00

7.00

1.03

-0.07

PEDI5

2.51

1.73

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.04

0.05

PEDI6

2.35

1.63

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.25

0.74

PEDI7

3.20

1.91

440

0.09

1.00

7.00

0.53

-0.81

PEDI8

2.65

1.75

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

0.97

0.07

PEDI9

2.90

1.74

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

0.75

-0.34

PEDI10

2.33

1.47

440

0.07

1.00

7.00

1.13

0.73

PEDI11

2.36

1.66

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.25

0.68

PEDI12

2.59

1.71

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.05

0.25

PEDI13

2.56

1.70

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

1.04

0.17

PEDI14

2.95

1.80

440

0.09

1.00

7.00

0.65

-0.56

AC1

6.00

1.38

440

0.07

1.00

7.00

-1.74

2.84

AC4

4.74

1.60

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.59

-0.24

Variable
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AC7

4.69

1.67

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.54

-0.35

AC6

4.45

1.64

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.39

-0.42

AC3

4.04

1.77

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.22

-0.89

AC2

4.83

1.60

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.45

-0.50

AC5

4.86

1.62

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.72

-0.09

AC8

4.43

1.60

440

0.08

1.00

7.00

-0.29

-0.48

Note. PEDI = Perceived Employee Distributive Injustice scale; AC = affective commitment.
Cronbach's alpha coefficient was evaluated using guidelines suggested by George and Mallery (2018).
where > .9 = excellent, > .8 = good, > .7 = acceptable, > .6 = questionable, > .5 = poor, and ≤ .5 = unacceptable.
To validate the reliability of the scale, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated on all 14 items, labeled
PEDI1 through PEDI14. The 14 items had a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .95, indicating excellent reliability
(Table 4).
Table 4. Reliability of the Perceived Employee Distributive Injustice scale items
Scale
PEDI

No. of Items
14

α

Lower Bound
.95

Upper Bound

0.94

.95

Note. The lower and upper bounds of Cronbach's α were calculated using a 95% confidence interval.
AC items were labeled AC1 through AC8. The items for AC had a Cronbach's alpha coefficient of .88, indicating
good reliability. Table 5 presents the results of the reliability analysis.
Table 5. Reliability Table for Affective Commitment items
Scale

Affective Commitment

No. of Items

α

8

0.88

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

0.87

0.90

Note. The lower and upper bounds of Cronbach's α were calculated using a 95% confidence interval.
A Pearson correlation analysis was conducted between PEDI and AC. Cohen's standard was used to evaluate the
strength of the relationship, where coefficients between .10 and .29 represent a small effect size, coefficients
between .30 and .49 represent a moderate effect size, and coefficients above .50 indicate a large effect size
(Cohen, 1988).
A Pearson correlation requires that the relationship between the pair of variables is linear (Conover & Iman,
1981). This assumption is violated if there is curvature among the points on the scatterplot between any pair of
variables. Figure 1 presents the scatterplot of the correlation. A regression line was added to assist in
interpretation.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the Correlation
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The result of the correlation was examined based on an alpha value of .05. A significant negative correlation was
observed between PEDI and AC (rp = -0.38, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.46, -0.30]). The correlation coefficient for
PEDI and AC was -0.38, indicating a moderate effect size. This correlation indicates that, as PEDI increased, AC
tended to decrease (Table 6).
Table 6. Pearson correlation results between PEDI and AC (N = 440)
Combination
PEDI-AC

rp

95% CI

p

-0.38

[-0.46, -0.30]

< .001

One or more univariate outliers were detected, which may have reduced the power of the Pearson correlation. A
Spearman correlation analysis was conducted to complement these results. Cohen's (1988) standard was used to
evaluate the strength of the relationship. The result was examined based on an alpha value of .05. A significant
negative correlation between PEDI and AC was observed (rs = -0.33, p < .001, 95% CI [-0.41, -0.25]). The
correlation coefficient was -0.33, indicating a moderate effect size. This correlation indicated that, as PEDI
increased, AC tended to decrease (Table 7).
Table 7. Spearman correlation results Between PEDI and AC (N = 440)
Combination
PEDI-AC

rs

95% CI

p

-0.33

[-0.41, -0.25]

< .001

Linear regression analysis was conducted to assess whether PEDI significantly predicted AC. The assumption of
normality was assessed by plotting the quantiles of the model residuals against the quantiles of a Chi-square
distribution, also called a Q-Q scatterplot (DeCarlo, 1997). For the assumption of normality to be met, the
quantiles of the residuals must not deviate strongly from the theoretical quantiles. Strong deviations could
indicate that the parameter estimates are unreliable. Figure 2 presents a Q-Q scatterplot of the model residuals.

Figure 2. Q-Q scatterplot for normality of the residuals for the regression model
Homoscedasticity was evaluated by plotting the residuals against the predicted values (Bates et al., 2014; Field,
2017; Osborne & Walters, 2002). The assumption of homoscedasticity is met if the points appear randomly
distributed with a mean of zero and no apparent curvature. Figure 3 represents the plot residuals.
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Figure 3. Residual scatterplot testing homoscedasticity
Since there was only one predictor variable, multicollinearity did not apply, and variance inflation factors were
not calculated. Studentized residuals were calculated to identify influential points for outliers. Absolute values
were plotted against the observation numbers (Field, 2017; Pituch & Stevens, 2015). Studentized residuals
greater than 3.11 in absolute value, the .999 quantile of a t distribution with 439 df, was considered a significant
influence on the model. No outliers detected in this dataset were detected. Figure 4 is the plot of the studentized
residuals of observations.

Figure 4. Studentized residuals plot for outlier detection
The results of the linear regression model were significant, F(1,438) = 74.91, p < .001, R2 = .15, indicating that
approximately 15% of the variance in AC was explained by PEDI. PEDI significantly predicted AC, B = -0.20,
t(438) = -8.66, p < .001. This indicates that, on average, a 1-unit increase in PEDI decreased the value of AC by
0.20 units (Table 8).
Table 8. Results for linear regression with PEDI predicting AC
B

SE

95% CI

β

t

p

(Intercept)

45.14

0.92

[43.33, 46.95]

0.00

48.93

< .001

PEDI

-0.20

0.02

[-0.24, -0.15]

-0.38

-8.66

< .001

Variable

Note. Results: F(1,438) = 74.91, p < .001, R2 = 0.15; unstandardized regression equation: AC = 45.14 0.20*PEDI
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4.2 Ancillary Analyses
The ANOVA results were examined to identify differences between gender and age based on an alpha value
of .05. The results were not significant, F(4, 435) = 1.88, p = .113, indicating differences in AC by gender and
age (Table 9). The results were not significant for gender, F(1, 435) = 0.32, p = .571, or Age, F(3, 435) = 2.43, p
= .065. Posthoc comparisons were not conducted due to these findings.
Table 9. Analysis of variance for gender and age
Term
Gender
Age
Residuals

SS

df

F

p

ηp2

29.27

1

0.32

.571

0.00

664.82

3

2.43

.065

0.02

39633.96

435

Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Means, standard deviations, and sample size for ac by gender and age
Combination

M

SD

n

Male: 18–29

35.71

9.44

48

Female: 18–29

36.13

10.16

61

Male: 30–44

38.77

11.58

52

Female: 30–44

38.59

8.73

54

Male: 45–60

37.00

10.43

61

Female: 45–60

39.71

8.22

79

Male: >60

40.14

9.43

43

Female: >60

38.10

7.87

42

Posthoc comparisons were not conducted because there were no significant effects in the model.
5. Discussion
This study advances our understanding of distributive injustice using the SI approach (Tajfel & Turner, 1979).
The SI approach helps explain how employees perceived policies that create unfair advantages, and meritless
rewards lead to distributive injustices. This confirmed that leadership decision-making behaviors influence
intergroup organizational relations and identification (Brown, 2020). Furthermore, an employee's self-perception
is measured by in-group similarity, the strength of bond, and group affiliation (Farivar et al., 2018). Pearson
correlation confirmed that unfair advantages and meritless rewards weakened the strength of bond and affiliation
to the organization.
Colquitt and Rodell (2015) and Marescaux et al. (2019) suggested that distributive injustice negatively impacts
employee behaviors. The linear regression output confirmed this by revealing a significant negative influence
between PEDI and AC. However, more research should be done to determine the affect of unfair advantages and
meritless rewards on a leader’s power to motivate (Rousseau, 2005; Rousseau et al., 2006).
Leaders comply with social norms due to a lack of alternatives (Bell & Cox, 2015; Dannals & Miller, 2017; Siu
et al., 2012) and fear of sanctions (Young, 2015). PEDI was used to account for those pressures to adhere to
social norms. Leaders can use PEDI to identify policies that may negatively impact employees and better
recognize discriminatory injustices (Haslam & Stratemeyer, 2016; Neuberg & DeScioli, 2015).
Many scholars have argued that injustice changes the needle on understanding employee attitudes and remains
largely untested (Cropanzano et al., 2011). This study fills the gap in the literature and provides a process to
identify distributive injustice. Nonetheless, distributive justice significantly predicts AC (Hur & Ha, 2019;
Jehanzeb, 2020; Ohana & Meyer, 2016). However, distributive injustice has a negative association with AC.
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Therefore, leaders should consider using both measurements to improve employees’ phycological bond to the
organization.
This research used Bell and Cox’s (2015) uncertainty pathway and identity pathway to better explain distributive
injustice on affective commitment. This suggests that uncertainty and identity pathways can cause
misperceptions and pressures of conformity. Leaders who desire to help will be likely to perform actions based
on uncertainty to accommodate an employee’s social group identity. PEDI can complement this pathway by
confirming injustices among outgroup social identity members.
There was a need to help leaders recognize possible discriminatory practices caused by social norms (Haslam &
Stratemeyer, 2016; Neuberg & DeScioli, 2015; Young, 2015). Conversely, leaders can use PEDI to ensure
compliance with a social norm that will not degrade AC through discriminatory practices associated with the
SNT. Ultimately, direct coercion instills uncertainty, and leaders adhere to pressures of conformity to avoid
negative rewards or punishment. PEDI Cronbach's alpha measured at .95, indicating an excellent distributive
injustice measurement to balance coercion tactics and provide suitable alternatives for leadership
decision-making (Dannals & Miller, 2017).
Asj’ari et al. (2020) confirmed that people assess fairness by the divisions that it creates. PEDI advances Asj’ari
et al. (2020) research by establishing unfair advantages and meritless rewards as distributive injustice and
confirmed divisionary tactics had a negative impact on AC. The predictive power of PEDI on AC was consistent
with previous research that employees are likely to associate injustices by rules that promote identity rather than
work performance (Astuti & Ingsih, 2019).
Leaders should use the PEDI as a suitable alternative to ensure that pressures of conformity and adherence to
social norms are not unfair or meritless toward a particular employee’s social group. This is consistent with Qu et
al. (2013), who reported that perceptions of injustice were salient when distributive inequality was created only
for those who fit a particular group. A person’s identity influences how they feel about themselves and others
(Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Wang et al., 2017). This study concludes that distribution based on a particular group of
employees degrades overall AC. Therefore, distributive justice leaders can use PEDI to better understand how
pressures of conformity play a role in resource allocation and distribution (Lu & McKeown, 2018) and reduce
employee biases as a result of perceived distributive injustices (Liu et al., 2018).
This research has limitations based on using a cross-sectional study method. Relationships between PEDI and
AC may change over time. The 440 participants in this study might have yielded different ANOVA results if race
or sexual orientation had been used as controls. Additionally, research teams may find it difficult to measure
which is the more salient predictor between distributive justice and injustice. Therefore, researchers may have to
conduct two separate tests to identify the most salient predictor.
There are possible sample biases in this investigation. First, the researcher could not measure the entire
population. However, data were collected from a subset of 440 full-time employees to reduce this bias.
Additionally, permission letters were sent through SurveyMonkey. Participants may have rushed or may not have
fully answered each question to the best of their knowledge. To mitigate this possibility, the survey contained
only 23 one-sentence items to address all variables and demographics in the study. Each item was derived from
previously validated and accepted studies to decrease survey item bias.
AC has been shown to mediate leadership empowerment styles (M. Kim & Beerh, 2020). Therefore, further
research should be conducted to determine whether leadership styles mediate or moderate the negative
relationship between PEDI and AC. Further studies on leadership styles may improve the literature on
distributive injustice and employees’ psychological bond to the organization. Learning about the relationship
between leadership style and PEDI could inform leaders and managers on additional alternatives that may
influence negative AC.
Gender and age were examined, and the results showed no significant effect. Future research should include
other demographic categories to examine possible influences on PEDI and AC. This would inform leaders and
managers about the influence of misconceptions and pressure of conformity on AC. Because distributive justice
is based on peer-to-peer normative behavior, further research should study and validate the PEDI on both
normative and continuance organizational commitment. This research filled the gap in the literature by providing
a distributive injustice scale.
6. Conclusion
Distributive justice is based on the idea that resources allocation is fair and according to merit (Hudson et al.,
2019). Comparatively, particularism proposed that lack of fairness is primarily due to preferential treatment
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based on a social tie rather than merit (Arasli & Tumer 2008; Keles et al., 2011; Spranger et al., 2012). Therefore,
PEDI was developed to balance current literature by measuring employee perception of unfairness and meritless
rewards. As a result, PEDI confirmed that employees perceived policies that create unfair advantages and
meritless rewards as injustice and significantly weakened their psychological bond to the organization. Leaders
and managers can use PEDI to ensure policies are not divisionary and perceived as an injustice by employees.
This will ensure that fairness does not become inconspicuous or camouflaged due to deficiencies in the literature
on distributive injustice measurements (Rupp & Spencer, 2006).
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